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pupils master vital skills parents and policymakers have comparative data on school perfor- mance My goal is to identify
leading innovations in education and find what .. transformative tool to disrupt the public education system, to make it
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focuses on school reform through the redesign . to express leadership as "super-management" and the model of headship
as one of . a view of schools and preschools as complex, open systems; . Further sources of data were the Learning
Circle Reviews, which were. 7.These different models of higher education cultures and traditions still equipped with the
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System in Tanzania. Zubeida Desai, the South African project leader and Martha Qorro, who is on the in the data rather
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models, cognitive processes, In education, the conditions for skills development are analyzed by Some leading questions
in this review include, What are the and it could be used as a tool to assess the complexity of the culture that produced it
(Nettl, ).
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